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Truly Madly Deeply Faraaz
The hidden truths of leadership - bitter or sweet revealed like never before! Great leaders are like
icebergs. They conceal more than they reveal.
Indeed, mystery and the art of retaining it, is integral
to leadership. Leadership, then, is more an art than a
science. It is not a reality that you can touch, feel
and measure, but an illusion that is created by many
tricks, which you should be able to learn and practise
in a way that others are not able to grasp. This book,
written by a serving officer of government, is an eye opener for anybody who aspires to be a leader, at
whatever level - nation, community or a small social
group and in whatever sphere - business, politics or
administration. Bon voyage!
After witnessing the firebombing of the bar where
she works, clairvoyant Sookie Stackhouse has her
attention diverted when she realizes her vampire
lover, Eric Northman, and his "child," Pam, are
plotting to kill the vampire who is now their master.
In one of the ten best mysteries of the year (Seattle
Times), private investigator Vish Puri becomes
embroiled in a high-stakes mystery involving one of
India’s most controversial commodities: love. When
Ram and Tulsi fall in love, the young woman’s
parents are dead set against the union. She’s from
a high-caste family; he’s from the lowest strata of
Indian society. Young Tulsi’s father locks her up and
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promises to hunt down the “loverboy dog.”
Fortunately, India’s Love Commandos, a real-life
group of volunteers dedicated to helping mixed-caste
couples, come to the rescue. But just after they
liberate Tulsi, Ram is mysteriously snatched from his
hiding place. The task of finding him falls to India’s
“Most Private Investigator.” Unfortunately, Vish Puri
is not having a good month. He’s failed to recover a
cache of stolen jewels. His wallet has been stolen,
and he’s having to rely on his infuriating Mummy-ji
to get it back. And to top it all, his archrival,
investigator Hari Kumar, is also trying to locate Ram.
To reunite the star-crossed lovers and reclaim his
rightful place as India’s unchallenged “Most Private
Investigator,” Puri and his team of operatives must
infiltrate Ram’s village and navigate the caste
politics shaped by millennia-old prejudices. Critics
hailed The Case of the Deadly Butter Chicken, the
last installment in the Vish Puri mystery series, as
Tarquin Hall’s best yet, saying that each book has
“raised the stakes subtly” (The Huffington Post).
Now, “once again, India’s Most Private Investigator
solves his case with panache” (Kirkus Reviews).
Don't Think of a Blue Ball (English) (Paperback)
Price: Rs. 255 Don't Think of a Blue Ball is as light or
as deep as you want it to be, depending on how
Plugged In you are while reading it. It aims to give
you all you need to truly live the life you want and be
joyful as you pursue your dreams and desires. Plug
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In and do the effective, tried-and-tested, exercises
derived from Malti Bhojwanits extensive study and
hours of coaching her clients. This book includes
scientific explanations where needed, wisdom from
timeless philosophers and authors, teachings from
the scriptures together with the author's own
personal poignant experiences to beautifully
illustrate how you too can live a life you desire
instead of one of default. For the first time, an easy
to read book that entwines humor, simple analogies
and a firm voice in twelve chapters to show you how
to make lasting changes in all areas of your life by
making empowering decisions that will instantly help
you experience joyous living. You will not only learn
how to take action towards your desired life by
following steps like in many other self-help books,
but also how to change the way you talk to yourself,
enabling you to feel, walk and dream in a state that
will magnesite everything you desire even while you
sleep. Don't Think of o Blue Ball will help you
become aware of who you are being twenty-four
hours a day and how to create a successful life by
being a manifesting body that radiates joy and
gratitude. As a life Coach she aims to serve, not to
fix or to help. Malti Bhojwani is the founder of Multi
Coaching International, a professional certified life
Coach with the International Coach Federation (ICF),
NIP practitioner (Neuro Linguistic Programming) and
an author. She coaches using her empathetic
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enquiry that leads her clients to personal
empowerment, fulfilled goals and consistent
success. Being a life-long learner, she is also
mastering Ontological Coaching with Newfield
Network to hone her skills, as she still considers
herself only a 'white-belter' in the field of personal
transformation. Born in Singapore in May 1971, she
lived in Jakarta for many years, though she spent
most of her adult life in Sydney, Australia where her
grown-up daughter Drishti lives. Her first published
work, Thankfulness Appreciation Gratitude My
Journal has gone into several reprints.
In this moving, wry, and candid novel, widely
acclaimed novelist Ayelet Waldman takes us through
one woman’s passage through love, loss, and the
strange absurdities of modern life.Emilia Greenleaf
believed that she had found her soulmate, the man
she was meant to spend her life with. But life seems
a lot less rosy when Emilia has to deal with the most
neurotic and sheltered five-year-old in New York
City: her new stepson William. Now Emilia finds
herself trying to flag down taxis with a giant,
industrial-strength car seat, looking for perfect,
strawberry-flavored, lactose-free cupcakes, receiving
corrections on her French pronunciation from her
supercilious stepson – and attempting to find
balance in a new family that’s both larger, and
smaller, than she bargained for. In Love and Other
Impossible Pursuits Ayelet Waldman has created a
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novel rich with humor and truth, perfectly
characterizing one woman’s search for answers in a
crazily uncertain world.
It's an extravagant Friday night wedding at one of the
glitziest venues in Delhi. A young call center
executive falls to her knees, shot by a drunken exboyfriend who'd been blackmailing her. Both Anand
and Neel witness the event. One is the cause, the
other, the effect. This contemporary novel traces the
journeys of two men, one from India to the US, as he
relentlessly chases his dreams and the other from
the US to India, as he returns grudgingly, for the
sake of his family. Caught between them is Tara
Mehra, the woman they both love. One is her past,
the other, her future. Can Anand's immense personal
wealth and corporate success erase the scars of
being spurned by the woman he loved? Will he
realise that the only thing holding back his vision, is
the extent he is willing to go, to achieve it? Can Neel
win the multimillion dollar bid and cement his status
with his overbearing boss? Will his American
girlfriend be able to get a wedding date out of him or
will her efforts be thwarted by his mother's
matchmaking? Set against the backdrop of the IT
industry, where aggressive growth targets and billion
dollar revenues go hand in hand with the dark
underbelly of Internet fraud and manipulated share
prices, this is a story of crisscrossing lives and
intertwined personal and professional relationships.
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Arranged marriages are complicated things. So are
mothers. And so are relationships. Kasturi Shukla is
a fresh MBA graduate with a great job in hand. She
is also geeky and single at twenty four. The biggest
sore spot in Kasturi's life is her dominating, arranged
marriage obsessed mother now hell bent on getting
her married at the earliest. Does Kasturi find love in
one of the rather weird but IIT or IIM boys that Mum
manages to 'shortlist'? Or perhaps she can follow
her wildly beating heart that seems to be set on the
Greek God incarnate that her boss, Rajeev sir, is?
With office buddies Ananya and Varun by her side,
the hilariously fumbling Kasturi embarks on a rip
roaring journey to find Mr Right. The (In)eligible
Bachelors, which chronicles Kasturi's daily diary
through this time, is a riotous adventure of
adrenaline, laughter and guffaws. It is also an
invaluable lesson in love, family and friendship. A
witty take on the system of arranged marriages, the
marriage market that rules the Indian society. A witty
and humorous easy to read writing style makes for a
good read.
A collection of classic, yet shockingly contemporary,
short stories set in the vibrant world of mid-century
Bombay, from one of India’s greatest writers.
Arriving in 1930s Bombay, Saadat Hasan Manto
discovered a city like no other. A metropolis for all,
and an exhilarating hub of license and liberty,
bursting with both creative energy and helpless
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despondency. A journalist, screenwriter, and editor,
Manto is best known as a master of the short story,
and Bombay was his lifelong muse. Vividly bringing
to life the city’s seedy underbelly—the prostitutes,
pimps, and gangsters that filled its streets—as well as
the aspiring writers and actors who arrived looking
for fame, here are all of Manto’s Bombay-based
stories, together in English for the very first time. By
turns humorous and fantastical, Manto’s tales are
the provocative and unflinching lives of those
forgotten by humanity.
The beloved debut novel about an affluent Indian
family forever changed by one fateful day in 1969,
from the author of The Ministry of Utmost Happiness
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • MAN BOOKER
PRIZE WINNER Compared favorably to the works of
Faulkner and Dickens, Arundhati Roy’s modern
classic is equal parts powerful family saga, forbidden
love story, and piercing political drama. The sevenyear-old twins Estha and Rahel see their world
shaken irrevocably by the arrival of their beautiful
young cousin, Sophie. It is an event that will lead to
an illicit liaison and tragedies accidental and
intentional, exposing “big things [that] lurk unsaid” in
a country drifting dangerously toward unrest. Lush,
lyrical, and unnerving, The God of Small Things is an
award-winning landmark that started for its author an
esteemed career of fiction and political commentary
that continues unabated.
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Struggle. Revolution. Change. Are these words
simply meant for chanting or do they emerge as real
agents of social justice in a country where the
divides stand taller than multistoried shopping malls
and sky-licking urban ghettoes? Footprints in the
Bajra is a novel about the dark realities that even
today hound India, a thriving modern democracy in
the eye of the world; about a young Maoist recruit
named Muskaan from Bihar who meets Nora, a
student-activist from New Delhi. The story of
Muskaan's transition in belief and action unfolds in
this work that delights readers and travels with ease
across idioms and identities to engage with the
personal interaction of the author with popular
cultures, histories and myths.
What if life threw you a magnificent opportunity, only
to knock you down later and laugh at you? Would
you fight back or let it pass? Nisha’s life is far from
perfect. At twenty-six, she is plump, plain-looking,
and without a boyfriend. A chance date and a bizarre
twist of events lead her to the altar with suave Samir
Sharma, only to be abandoned eight years later. As
she struggles to stand on her own feet, Akash, a
younger guy, enters her life. Can Nisha find love a
second time? Tea for Two and a Piece of Cake is an
unusual, a heart-warming, and gripping love-story
between two people who have so much to lose by
getting into a relationship with each other, yet so
much to gain.
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Sunita is the younger daughter of the Rishi family.
She's just completed graduation and her parents are
keen on arranging her marriage to Akshay Malhotra.
She's dead set against this and fights tooth and nail
against it. Sunita wants to study further and have a
career in interior design. But her parents want her to
get married and become a housewife. The tall, dark
and handsome Akshay is also extremely rich. He's
highly educated and quite a catch. Only, he's also
against the idea of an arranged wedding. But a
natural curiosity leads him to find out more about
Sunita. He's hooked the moment he sees her. But,
the young lady is out to stop the match by hook or by
crook. It looks like Sunita is not only fighting her
parents and Akshay, but also her growing attraction
for the man himself.
Caution: Marriage Ahead ... Yashodhara, a quicktempered gal from the big city, is hitched to Vijay, a
laidback desi boy from a small town - in one word,
trouble! The young couple must learn to adjust to
married life and to each other - whether it is
Yashodhara's 'tamper tentrums' or Vijay's foot-inmouth syndrome - with a little help from their
idiosyncratic staff Zarreena and Vinod, their nutty
friend Vivi and, of course, their respective families.
With the unexpected arrival of baby Anoushka a.k.a
Peanut, the battles escalate, fuelled by their vastly
divergent views on raising a child. Will their many
differences - so endearing at the start of their
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romance - actually turn out to mean that they are just
incompatible? Will they ever manage to agree on
anything? Or have they just bitten off more than they
can chew? A fresh and honest take on marriage and
parenthood, this is a story of self-discovery that will
have you laughing out loud - and sympathizing
wholeheartedly with its quirky and likeable cast of
characters.
Preeti Thaker moves to Mumbai to run away from
herself. To put behind a painful childhood, plagued
adolescent years, and the recent death of her only
support system - her brother. She is on the verge of
ending it all, succumbing to her depression, when
the doorbell rings. Little does she know that
answering it will change her life forever! The guy on
the other end of the door will offer her solutions to all
her problems, but in the process, she will end up
losing the only thing she had never lost till date - her
heart! Inspired by the true story of an artist who
found that love was the only colour missing from the
palette of her life, Meant To Be Together is a tale of
love, friendship, courage, determination and above
all, hope. Hope that makes us look for the rainbow
when it rains, and for the stars when it is dark.
A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry’s stunning
internationally acclaimed bestseller, is set in
mid-1970s India. It tells the story of four unlikely
people whose lives come together during a time of
political turmoil soon after the government declares a
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“State of Internal Emergency.” Through days of
bleakness and hope, their circumstances – and their
fates – become inextricably linked in ways no one
could have foreseen. Mistry’s prose is alive with
enduring images and a cast of unforgettable
characters. Written with compassion, humour, and
insight, A Fine Balance is a vivid, richly textured, and
powerful novel written by one of the most gifted
writers of our time.
This 10th anniversary edition of I Too had a Love
Story brings to life one of the decade's most-loved
romance novels with gorgeous illustrations in a
brand new design. With a personal note from the
author, this book is a collector's edition. It will also
make for a fabulous gift. Do love stories ever die? . .
. How would you react when a beautiful person
comes into your life, and then goes away from you . .
. forever? Not all love stories are meant to have a
perfect ending. I Too Had a Love Story is one such
saga. It is the tender and heartfelt tale of Ravin and
Khushi--two people who found each other on a
matrimonial site and fell in love . . . until life put their
love to the ultimate test. Romantic, emotional and
sincere, this heartbreaking true life story has already
touched a million hearts. This bestselling novel is a
must-read for anyone who believes in the magic of
love . . .
The New York Times bestselling he-said/she-said rock n’ roll
romance that inspired the motion picture starring Michael
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Cera (Juno, Arrested Development) and Kat Dennings (Thor,
TV’s 2 Broke Girls)! "I know this is going to sound strange,
but would you mind being my girlfriend for the next five
minutes?" Nick frequents New York's indie rock scene
nursing a broken heart. Norah is questioning all of her
assumptions about the world. They have nothing in common
except for their taste in music, until a chance encounter leads
to an all-night quest to find a legendary band's secret show
and ends up becoming a first date that could change both
their lives. Co-written by Rachel Cohn and David Levithan, coauthor of WILL GRAYSON, WILL GRAYSON with John
Green (THE FAULT IN OUR STARS), NICK & NORAH’S
INFINITE PLAYLIST is a sexy, funny roller coaster of a story
that reminds you how you can never be sure where the night
will take you…
All relationships should come with a precautionary warning:
HANDLE WITH CARE The final audition for Rajhans
College’s prestigious music band brings together three
contrasting personalities. Vikrant, a perfectionist, who
believes there is only one perfect someone for you. Anamika,
a free spirit, who stands up for what she believes is right. And
Yuvi, a die-hard music lover, who can strum the guitar all
night long and still wake up the next morning to drop off his
girlfriend. The three become close friends and start hanging
out regularly. So how does Aditya, a stranger, become a part
of their lives? And what happens next? Sorry, You’re Not My
Type is a true story that will redefine friendship, affection, and
infatuation.
Where there's a will. . . When pretty hairdresser Delaney
Shaw returned home to Truly, Idaho, for the reading of her
stepfather's will, she planned on paying her respects and
getting out of town. But it seems the will has some
unexpected stipulations-like the one that says if Delaney
wants her inheritance she needs to stay put and have nothing
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to so with sexy Nick Allegrezza. . .for an entire year! There's
no way Ten years ago, Nick had swept Delaney off her feet
and onto his Harley, and that's when she really let her down
her Hair! Back then, he was a love-'em-and-leave-'em man,
and Delaney learned the hard way that she was just a fling.
But Nick is as irresistible as ever. And when the ladies at
Tuesday night Bingo see Nick and Delaney making afterhours whoopee through the window of a local beauty parlor,
Delaney knows it's time to decide if Nick I truly, madly the
man of her heart.
Fraternal twins Nadio and Noelle share a close
connection—and as Noelle’s best friend, Keeley Shipley fit
perfectly into their world. But everything changes when Nadio
falls in love with Keeley. This is the deeply moving story of
how secrets can consume a friendship—and how love can
heal it.
The thing with love is, the more you try to push it out, the
more it follows you . . . Chhavi Mukharjee has just settled into
the cut-throat modelling industry when, all too soon, things
begin to fall apart. When she meets Tushar, a successful
photographer, sparks fly between them. But Chhavi doesn’t
believe in love or commitment. They decide to carry on a nostrings-attached, open relationship. However, when she
begins to miss him while he’s away, she knows it is
something more than just passion!
Lucy Valentine is as smart as can be, as single as you can
get, and so not qualified to run a matchmaking service. But
when her parents temporarily step down from the family
business, Valentine, Inc., it's Lucy's turn to step up and help
out—in the name of love. Plus, her rent is due. Here's the
problem: Lucy doesn't have the knack for matchmaking.
According to family legend, every Valentine has been blessed
by Cupid with the ability to read "auras" and pair up perfect
couples. But not Lucy. Her skills were zapped away years
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ago in an electrical surge, and now all she can do is find lost
objects. What good is that in the matchmaking world? You'd
be surprised. In a city like Boston, everyone's looking for
something. So when Lucy locates a missing wedding ring—on
a dead body—she asks the sexy private eye who lives upstairs
to help her solve the perfect crime. And who knows? Maybe
she'll find the perfect love while she's at it...in Heather
Webber's Truly, Madly.
Last three pages contains the prologue to the planned sequel
to the present work titled: Key of chaos.
We are in the car. She’s looking at me. I can see the love in
her eyes for me. Then a huge crash. She’s flung out of the
window. I’m thrown out too. A pool of blood. Her eyes are still
on me . . . but now it’s a death stare. I am Daman and I wake
up to this nightmare. Every. Single. Day. Waking up from a
long coma, Daman learns that he was in a massive car crash
with a girl who vanished soon after the accident, leaving him
for dead. Strangely, all he remembers is a hazy face, her
hypnotic eyes, and her name—Shreyasi. To come to terms
with his memory lapse he starts piecing together stories about
himself and Shreyasi from his dreams, which he then turns
into a hugely popular blog. When he’s offered a lucrative
publishing deal to convert his blog pieces into a novel, he
signs up immediately. However, he gives in to editorial
pressure and agrees to corrupt the original edgy character of
Shreyasi. Big mistake. From then on Daman is stalked and
threatened by a terrifying beauty who claims to be Shreyasi
and who will stop at nothing to make him pay for being a sellout. Before Daman fights back, he needs to know: Is she
really who she claims to be? What does she want from him
now? What if he doesn’t do what she wants him to? The Girl
of My Dreams is definitely not your usual love story.
Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam, The Son Of A LittleEducated Boat-Owner In Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu, Had An
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Unparalled Career As A Defence Scientist, Culminating In
The Highest Civilian Award Of India, The Bharat Ratna. As
Chief Of The Country`S Defence Research And Development
Programme, Kalam Demonstrated The Great Potential For
Dynamism And Innovation That Existed In Seemingly
Moribund Research Establishments. This Is The Story Of
Kalam`S Rise From Obscurity And His Personal And
Professional Struggles, As Well As The Story Of Agni, Prithvi,
Akash, Trishul And Nag--Missiles That Have Become
Household Names In India And That Have Raised The Nation
To The Level Of A Missile Power Of International Reckoning.
Jhoomur Bose is a former journalist, blogger and full-time
mother. She has written for various Indian magazines,
newspapers and websites and currently lives in Melbourne,
Australia. She writes about stuff that happens and stuff she
wishes would happen at http://twistingthetail.blogspot.com
Right Behind You is a collection of 13 horror stories of
different genres. The thing that connects these stories is the
emotion of our inner fears that resides in all of us. We might
mask these fears, we might even deny them, but they emerge
when least expected and then they begin to encroach upon
every aspect of our lives. In this collection of assorted horror
stories, you will find noir horror, urban myths, fantasies,
campfire tales, stories of phobias, gore, and even a story that
takes place entirely on chat. An e-horror story, if you could
call it that. Just like a rollercoaster is a source of unexpected
adventure and you won’t find its shocks and thrills unless you
actually ride on it, you won’t get the real experience of Right
Behind You unless you read it. So, sit back, fasten your
seatbelts, and plunge into the drive.
Sheds light on the critical role that women artists have played
in the evolution of the American avant-garde
"Lavanya Gogoi is from the scenic hills of Shillong while
Rajveer Saini belongs to the shahi city of Patiala. Worlds
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apart from one another, the two land up next to each other on
a flight from Mumbai to Chandigarh. It's love at first flight, at
least for one of them. For the other ... well, it's going to take
more than a plane ride! And when love does finally happen,
there are more obstacles to overcome. Rajveer has to stand
up against his own if he and Lavanya are to be
together."--Page 4 of cover.
'Thought-provoking, highly original and beautifully nuanced.
Jessie Stephens' journalistic skill shines as she weaves
together true stories with a narrative as compelling as any
novel.' Jane Harper 'Heartbreak does not seem to be a brand
of grief we respect. And so we are left in the middle of the
ocean, floating in a dinghy with no anchor, while the world
waits for us to be okay again.' Claire has returned from
London to the dust and familiarity of her childhood home, only
to realise something is wrong with her partner Maggie. Patrick
is a lonely uni student, until he meets Caitlin - but does she
feel as connected as he does? Ana is happily married with
three children. Then, one night, she falls in love with
someone else. Based on three true stories, Heartsick is a
compelling narrative nonfiction account of the many lows and
occasional surprising highs of heartbreak. Bruising, beautiful,
achingly specific but wholeheartedly universal, it reminds us
that emotional pain can make us as it breaks us, and that
storytelling has the ultimate healing power. Praise for
Heartsick 'A remarkable longform journalism exploration of
the human heart and how it breaks. Original, meticulous,
marvellous. Stephens has such a handle on heartbreak here
that you'd be forgiven for thinking she's had hers broken
hundreds of times. But, of course, just once is more than
enough for anyone. Dive in, soak up every word, and
remember what it felt like to ache with the glorious sick.' Trent
Dalton 'Full of empathy and grippingly told, this is a book for
anyone who has suffered a broken heart. Jessie Stephens
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perfectly captures the thrill of love, as well as the agony that
sometimes follows. You'll care desperately for all these
people, in all their damage and hope.' Richard Glover 'This
book is a delight. Stephens has written a compulsive, utterly
endearing thing about that most human of struggles:
heartache. It is Sally Rooney's Normal People meets Louis
Theroux. What Heartsick does for us all, because its core is
universal, is reveal the true nature of love in astonishing
detail. The precision will grip you. Stephens shows us, too,
that we are not alone. And that is a gift.' Rick Morton
'Unflinching, perceptive and inquisitive - all the things Jessie
Stephens does best - Heartsick is a window into another
person's soul, with permission to read the inside of their
heart. In its pages, Heartsick delivers what every brokenhearted person needs, the ability to see themselves in others
who have walked this path before them. With this book,
Jessie Stephens has just established herself as a major
player in the Australian literary scene. A stunning debut.' Sally
Hepworth 'Heartsick is heartbreak close up - a magnifying
glass that shows us the beating muscle of heartache. It
reminded me that the closer a writer gets, the more universal
the story becomes. I just loved this book. I hope you will too.'
Sophie Hardcastle
Documents the efforts of a tiger conservation leader who was
forced to hunt a man-eating tiger through the brutal Siberian
winter, an effort that familiarized him with the creature's
history, motives and unique method of attack.
Truly, Madly, Deeply!Memoirs of a Broken Heart's First
Love!Faraaz Kazi

After a prolonged dry spell, dark clouds loom over
the horizon. The raindrops hit the parched earth with
a vengeance... the aroma of soaked mud fills the air.
A sense of rejuvenation spreads around as new life
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springs out, transforming the barren landscape into a
thriving oasis. Abhilasha, the mother of a grownup
girl, felt the same when she finally meets the love
she had longed for. A union in the most unusual of
circumstances and in the most unusual of places the internet. Abhilasha was caught in a dilemma
whether to listen to her mind or to follow the beats of
her heart. But this conflict served as an impetus
which pushed her to a new height. Going through an
emotional roller coaster, finally she reached a stage
where her passion turned into compassion, the most
powerful form of love, where all conflicts appear
trivial, finding their way into a harmonious
homogeneity. In this new scenario, none of her loved
ones was left behind. A strong conviction bonded
and inspired everyone to undertake life's journey
where the rough edges were smoothened by the
healing touch of love. A story woven around the life
of an Air Force officer's wife with a glimpse into what
goes on behind the closed gates, guarded by vigilant
men in uniform. An insight into the life of Abhilasha
and her dilemmas, the seemingly ordinary incidents,
but which are interwoven into a complex puzzle that
she must solve.
Afterlife: Ghost Stories From Goa is a story that
revolves around a family get-together in Goa. The
Fonseca family gathers in the Carvalho mansion for
the birthday of Savio Fonseca. for his 75th birthday,
Savio Fonseca's two daughters Joanna and Carol,
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who are settled abroad, come down to celebrate his
birthday with Savio's son-in-law Sam. On this
occasion, Eduardo, who is Savio's cousin drops in
with his wife. On the night before Savio's birthday,
when the family is spending time together, the
electricity fails, because of which the entire place is
in darkness. In this dark setting, the occasion seems
right for sharing ghost stories. Soon the entire family
starts to swap ghost stories, which revolve around
the history of the Fonseca family. These stories
range from mysterious sightings to lonely buildings
and magic spells. The stories are split up into two
sections and every character has a story to narrate.
These stories have their roots in the Fonseca family
and give readers a look into the happenings of the
family members in the past. The hopes, dreams,
personalities and traits of all the members of this
family are revealed through the course of this book.
Even the family name is a topic of speculation, with
Savio's wife Lillian being keener on safeguarding its
honor than Savio himself. This interest raises a
number of doubts. The secret that Savio and his wife
have been guarding from their daughters is soon to
be unravelled.
Why don't we feel the moment when we fall in love
but always remember when it ends? Akash is young,
single and conservative with a preference for girls
with brains than in miniskirts. One day, he runs into
free-spirited Aleesha at a local discotheque. A massPage 19/23
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media student, Aleesha is a pampered brat, the only
child of her parents who dote on her. This brief
meeting leads them to exchange their BlackBerry
PINs and they begin chatting regularly. As
BlackBerry plays cupid, they fall in love. When they
hit a rough patch in their life, Aditya, Akash's close
pal, guides them through it. But just when they are
about to take their relationship to the next level, a
sudden misfortune strikes. Can Aditya bring Akash's
derailed life back on track? It Started with a Friend
Request is a true story which will make you believe
in love like never before.
Those who don t believe in love&like you or don t
have the permission to love someone&like me, often
become a part of historical love stories, Sanvedna -A Typical South Indian Girl -- says to Saransh, a
dying to be wealthy MBA aspirant. As we never get
what exactly makes us happy, the same happens
with Saransh. He has friends like the coward cum
comic Rahul, the hunk cum holly James, the honest
cum humorist Sikander, a job of lacks and above
than all his Aphrodite&Samvedna. Life of dreams he
has. But he sacrifice it too for the search of
achievements and the funny 250pages tells where
he reaches. In this inspiring novel Sagar discovers
the mysterious nature of life, love, triumph and glee
very delicately. It s a novel for the people who
searched the meaning of happiness once upon or
searching right now or thinking to search& a key to
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unlock exult hidden inside hearts. Yeah, see The
Thing Between U & Me.
THE ONLY INDIAN NOVEL IN THE 'TOP 100 YA
GLOBAL FICTION LIST.' What happens when the
most popular guy in school falls in love with his
beautiful female equivalent? A pompous Rahul is
head over heels in love with Seema, a shy lady from
the same school. After a whirlwind of innocent
encounters, their teenage romance blossoms but the
two never confess their love for each other. Friends
and even a few teachers approve of their
relationship which is no secret to anyone thanks to
Rahul’s flaunting nature. Seema, on the other hand,
finds it difficult to handle the unnecessary attention
she gets due to Rahul’s ostentatiousness. What
follows is a series of misunderstandings and ego
clashes causing them to drift apart. Rahul loses his
popularity, his numero uno status, his sanity and
ultimately his love. By the time he realizes what he
has lost, it’s too late. He takes desperate measures
to woo her back and win back her love. But will
Rahul ever get back Seema? And will Seema ever
realize how much Rahul loved her and all the
misunderstandings that transpired between them? Is
there really any room for misunderstandings in love?
In today’s world, can a person’s first love ever be
his last? This teenage love story seeks answers to
all these and more as it alternates between the past
and the present events in the life of Rahul and
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makes you wonder; do all love stories have a happy
ending? Or do all love stories end, ever? TRULY,
MADLY, DEEPLY promises to be a heart-warming
and emotion filled tale that will captivate the reader’s
heart and fascinate his mind and leave him
pondering-DOES LOVE TRULY CONQUER ALL
ODDS?
YOU ARE THE FIRST GENERATION RAISED
WITHOUT RELIGION What happens if we are
raised without religion or beliefs? As we grow older,
the beauty and disenchantments of the world temper
our souls. We all have spiritual impulses, yet where
do these impulses flow in a world of commodities
and consumerism? LIFE AFTER GOD is a
compellingly innovative collection of stories
responding to these themes. Douglas Coupland
takes us into worlds we know exist but rarely see,
finding rare grace amid our pre-millennium turmoil.
A cheeky account of a chubby law graduate, as he
waddles through life and law text books, in his rather
futile attempts at wooing his pretty Gujarati
classmate. Ankur Palekar, a third year law student
believes his life is quite sorted out, except that he
does not want to become a lawyer, has a family
history of lunacy and has actually fallen in love.
Vyas, Ankur’s room mate and best friend, has no
such problems – only a girl friend who emerges from
a grave yard of all places and who insists on visiting
him in his boy’s hostel. A Malayali friend, whose car
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never starts and vocal chords never stop, a college
festival being organized without the college and an
arranged marriage which is more deranged than
arranged are some of the other highlights. Funny,
pacey, yet it has it’s moments, ‘When a Lawyer falls
in love....” Is the kind of book, that will make you
laugh and cry, both for the same reasons!
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